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A quick DOE WA dungeon by Philip
Posted by Thod - 2007/01/12 14:36

_____________________________________

All
I thought I share this small and simple set-up which was produced by my son - he just turned six. He
liked the new pieces - albeit as this is limited edition these will be guarded a lot more by daddy and he
won't have that many opportunities as playing with the classic MM.
I have to say that I really like the pieces - they are a great addition. But I felt I also chip in on the balance
discussion as so far I have been quite on that front. My son - he is just six - did ask me for some long
walls. Therefore isn't it obvious that they are crucial. Well - I think actually the answer is no as you can
see from the layout.
While off course the Wicked Addition Set will work best together with the DOE Room and Passage Set I think there is a lot you can do with the Addition on it's own. Just take the 6*6 floor. Place it in a classic
dungeon and add an altar, have the demon gate as entrance and voila - there is an evil temple room.
My son did ask for a long wall - yes - but he was 100% happy with the wall I gave him.
The DOE is limited edition - and there are as many WA sets as Room and Passage sets. To make this
commercially balanced the WA set needs to be either produced in smaller numbers or useful on it's own.
And I think the WA set achieves the latter pretty well.
Yes - if you own both - the DOE AND the WA you miss the DOE 6inch wall. But we already saw the
design from Stefan and it will appear in the DOE WA II set.
All I can say to Stefan and Jeff - well done.
Thod
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A quick DOE WA dungeon by Philip
Posted by Dante - 2007/01/12 21:08

_____________________________________

Hats off to Philip! That's a great setup. Every time my son sees me on the DF site, he asks if he can
see the pictures of the boy with the Werebear in the Lego dungeon!
============================================================================

A quick DOE WA dungeon by Philip
Posted by Harneloot - 2007/01/13 22:38

_____________________________________
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Thats awesome Thod! And as well, that certainly does it for me...
I'm off to order me some DOE.
Thanks!
============================================================================

A quick DOE WA dungeon by Philip
Posted by jkratzer - 2007/01/14 11:55

_____________________________________

Thod;
As Jr. is only six, by the time he is Twelve, YOU are in serious trouble!
The FIRST time Daddy says "You can't play D&D yet," Junior WILL drag Daddy into the DF dungeon for
a rousing turn of 'Daddy Stomping' D&D-style.
While I sincerely doubt he would be into doing this for-real, the morale damage you will suffer from being
trounced in the DF will be your undoing. I highly recommend you keep up your practice in
monster-bashing, in self-defense!
Seriously, Thod; while I was @90% joking up above, IF young Master Thod has any interest in GAMING,
as opposed to just architecture, then you'd better either keep him IN you team, or learn all HIS moves,
whilst HE is learning YOURS.
Or else he WILL wax you like a linoleum floor!
See ya!
Jim
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